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The Game

SCENE I

Interior: A dark room

In the center of the room is a large card table, a few feet away against the wall is a 
medium sized couch. Across the room from the couch is a small refrigerator and 
bar area. There are no windows but thick black curtains pulled tight.  On the wall 
above the couch is a Velvet painting of  “The Last Supper”.

WIDE ANGLE SHOT

The Five poker players (Jesus, Buddha, Ganesh, Cernunnos, Muhammad) sit at  
the table each with a several piles of colored plastic people in front of them. Each  
blue person is worth 100 people, each red 500, each yellow 1,000, each green  
5,000, each silver 25,000, each gold 50,000

On the couch sits a runner (Madatori), at the Bar stands an ominous looking man  
who is overseer of the game.

OVERSEER’S POV
He is looking at the players

Overseer V/O
When people come to my games they expect to win. The problem is that no one 

ever does.

Everyone at the table anti’s two Blue people

Ganesh begins to deal

Overseer V/O
When they get here they spend a few minutes trying to figure out who the Mark 

is. (Laughs,) The thing they don’t realize is that if you find yourself asking who’s 
the mark, odds are it’s you.

The first round is dealt
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TIGHT SHOT ON JESUS

Jesus looks to his cards, then raises a hand

Enter into the shot Madatori who leans his head down towards Jesus, Jesus  
whispers into his ear. He exits.

Jesus throws into the pot two green persons, smiles and looks to Ganesh.

Jesus
I’m feeling good tonight.

WIDE SHOT

Buddha
That’s ten thousand fucking souls!

Jesus: (to Cernunnos)
The fat man can count.

The runner re-enters with a smoke, gives it to Jesus and lights it for him.

CLOSE UP ON JESUS

Jesus (to Madatori)
Thanks kid. (He tosses him a red person )

The Camera follows the red person as
It flies through the air into Madatori’s hand

CLOSE SHOT ON MADATORI

Madatori (smiling, to Jesus)
Thanks, mister.. (to himself) Five Hundred souls…wow.

Jesus looks back to the table. He notices that Buddha hasn’t called or raised yet

WIDE SHOT OF CARD TABLE
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Jesus (to Buddha)
Come on man, we’re not getting any fucking younger ya know!

The overseer coughs in the background

Ganesh picks up on his signal and:

MUHAMMAD’S POV ON GANESH AND JESUS

Ganesh (to Jesus)
No pressure on the table alright!

Jesus shrugs

Ganesh (to Jesus)
Alright!

Jesus
Fuckn alright, alright!

OVERSEER’S POV ON GANESH

Ganesh looks to the overseer and nods.

CERNUNNOS POV ON BUDDHA

Buddha (folds)
Too high for me.

Jesus suppresses a laugh

GANESH POV ON MUHAMMAD AND CERNUNNOS

Muhammad
I see your ten thousand and raise you five.

Cernunnos:
I see your five and call.

CLOSE SHOT ON BUDDHA

Buddha  (To Cernunnos)
Wise man.
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BUDDHA POV ON GANESH AND JESUS

Ganesh
Call.

Ganesh looks to Jesus who is looking at the floor.

Ganesh
Jesus!

Jesus (looks quickly up)
What?

Ganesh
We’re trying to playing cards here?

Jesus
Yeh, well fucking play already.

WIDE SHOT OF CARD TABLE

Ganesh deals out the next set of cards.

Muhammad POV on Jesus and Buddha

Jesus
(Looks over his cards then tosses in a silver piece)

Bet 25,000

Buddha gets up from the table

Ganesh POV on Muhammad

Muhammad (tosses a silver and a green)
I see your twenty five and I raise you five.

WIDE ANGLE SHOT
Madatori sitting on the couch looking at the little red plastic person

TIGHT SHOT ON MADATORI

Madatori V/O
Five hundred souls….

(Tosses piece in the air and catches it with other hand)
With that many I’m going to need at least one prophet.
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I wonder who it’s going to be?

CLOSE UP OF RED PERSON IN MATADORI’S HAND
In the Background V/O’s of:

Cernunnos 
(sound effects: tosses a silver and a green)

Call.

Ganesh 
(sound effects: tosses a silver and a green)

Call.

Jesus
 (sound effects: tosses in a green)

Call.

CUT TO

SCENE II

Interior:   A table at a small restaurant. At the table sits a young attractive, well-
mannered couple, Bob and Janet. It is their first wedding anniversary

TIGHT SHOT ON TABLE

They have just finished their meal. Enter a waiter who comes and collects their  
plates.

BOB’S POV

Waiter exits.

Janet extends her hand

Bob takes her hand in his

Janet
I love you Bobby Bear.

JANET’S POV
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Bob
I love you Pooky. (pause)

Dinner was wonderful, don’t you think?

BOB’S POV

Janet
Do you wanna have dessert or do you wanna go home

and (leans forward seductively) have dessert?

WIDE ANGLE SHOT
They both giggle

Re –Enter the Waiter

Waiter (to Bob)
Would you care to see our dessert tray sir?

Bob
I think we’re going to…. (Bob starts to shake uncontrollably

and releases Janet’s hand)

Madatori V/O
Hear me Bob, for I am the new lord of heaven and earth, Madatori. You must 

deliver a message for me.

Janet
Bob!? What’s wrong Bob!?

Bob (rises)
What is your bidding master?

Janet (in shock)
Bob, what’s gotten into you?

Everyone in the restaurant is watching

TIGHT SHOT ON TABLE

Janet (trying to whisper)
Sit down!

Waiter (cautiously, to Janet)
I’ll be right back with your check.

Waiter exits
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Madatori V/O
Oh Bob great human Bob. You have been chosen
from all of mankind to do my bidding on earth.

Janet
Bob sit down. You’re ruining everything.

Madatori V/O
You, Bob are my first child and you must find for me your four hundred and 

ninety nine brothers and sisters and, this is important Bob, you must bring them 
home.

Bob
Yes Madatori, I hear you great Lord!

Janet (almost in tears)
Bob, please! Stop it, it’s not funny.

Madatori V/O
You must go now and build unto me a temple. It must be uh…..big….and made 

out of…. do you have much gold Bob?

Bob
No lord, I have no gold.

Madatori V/O
oh, then uh…. well shit…

Re-enter the Waiter
He places the check by Bob

Bob
Yes master I will build your temple out of

shit.

The waiter slides the check over to Janet, looks at Bob then exits.

Madatori V/O
No, not shit, shit. Shit like oh shit…..

IN the V/O Background

Ganesh
Hey kid get over here already will ya?
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Madatori V/O
Uh, I’ll call you back.

Bob
Yes Lord, I will build your temple from Shit like shit in the image of shit.

Janet (screaming)
STOP IT! STOP IT! STOP IT!

CUT TO
Scene III

Interior:  A confessional.

On one side sits, Parker, a young man, on the other side Father Michael, a very  
irreverent, yet warm priest.

TIGHT SHOT ON PARKER

Parker
Forgive me father for I have sinned. It’s been two days since my last confession.

Priest
Is that you Parker?

Parker
Yes, Father, how did you know it was me?

Priest (annoyed)
You’re the only one that comes in this early. What’s bothering you now?

Parker
Well I was at this restaurant last night and something happened.

Priest
Yes, go on.

Parker
There was this man who stood up and started speaking to something.

TIGHT SHOT OF PRIEST’S SIDE OF CONFESSIONAL

Priest
What do you mean something, son?
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Parker
Well, you know the stories in the bible where the Lord talks to people and they 

sort of stare off into nothing?

Priest
Yes, but those are parables son. Divine contact doesn’t happen everyday.

Parker
I don’t think it was that but it was like that you know? Anyway this guy kept 

saying this things name, Madator or something, like it was talking to him, and he 
said something about building a monument or temple or something. It was kind of 

scary, like some sort of possession thing.

Priest
Well son, there are a lot of wacko’s out there.(p)  Do you know this man Parker?

Parker
Yes Father and so do you.

Priest
Well who the hell is it?

Parker
Father?

Priest
I know who the fuck I am. What I don’t know is who you are talking about and if 

I know the guy, I need to know the guy ya getting me?

Parker
It’s Bob Harrison.

Priest
Tell me your fucking with me right son?

Parker
Please, Father.

Priest
Fuck me, I’m always like this, I was a sailor in the war ya know, you try talking 
with a straight mouth when you got kamikazes crashing into your fucking boat. 

It’s Bob that’s got himself into trouble. You need not worry about me. What was 
this things name again?
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Parker
Madator or something, I can’t remember.

Priest.
Okay, thank you son, is there anything else?

Parker
Yes father, there is. Last night I had an impure thought about another mans wife.

Priest (mumbling)
You and me both.

Parker
What was that Father?

Priest
Huh, oh nothing go on…

Parker :
I was leaving the restaurant and there was this woman. I knew she was married. I 

could see the ring on her finger
Priest gets up

But I noticed she was wearing a
Priest takes a tape recorder from under his seat places it in his by the window,  

hits play
short skirt. I looked at her legs.

Tape recorder
Go on son.

Parker
I should have stopped there but I couldn’t help it. I looked up and her breasts were 

like Honeydews, no Cantaloupes, no I don’t know what they were like but- 

Father exits.

Tape recorder
And how did this make you feel?

CUT TO
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SCENE IV

Dual Interior: Split screen of Father Michael at a pay phone/ Janet in her 
kitchen.

Priest
I hear you’re having some problems dear.

Janet
It’s horrible father. I don’t know what happened but last night at dinner.

You know it was our first anniversary?

Priest
Yes, dear, I know.

Janet
Well we had just finished eating when Bob started shaking, and he-

Priest
Shaking! What kind of shaking?

Janet
I don’t know just shaking. Anyway he stood up and started talking to himself.

Priest
To himself or something else?

Janet:
What do you mean?

Priest
Parker was in the restaurant last night and he came in here and told me all about 
it. He’s not always full of shit so I figured I would call and find out. He said that 

Bob was talking to something. Parker called it Matador, like a bullfighter you 
know?

Janet (starts crying)
Bob called it Madatori last night and today…(sobs uncontrollably)

Today……(sobs) Today…..

Priest
For fucks sake what happened today?

Janet (quickly)
He’s been building a temple out of shit in the backyard.

(She really starts to cry)
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Priest (laughs, then catches himself)
Oh hell, what kind of shit dear?

Janet
Every kind but mostly cow (more crying). He went and rented a truck and then 
(crying babble) he said it all came from the dairy farm and that there was more 

coming in the morning
(cries uncontrollably)

Priest
Alright dear, alright. I’ll make a few calls, everything is going to be fine. I 

promise you.

Janet
Thank you father.

Janet hangs up

Split screen switches to Priest

WIDE SHOT

Priest takes a pocket bible from his pocket
and a small decoder ring, the kind found in

cereal boxes and dime stores.

PRIEST’S POV ON BIBLE

He flips to Revelation, finds a highlighted passage,
spins the decoder around  until he gets thirteen digits

011-700-707-6969

WIDE ANGLE SHOT OF PRIEST STANDING BY THE PHONE

He takes from his pocket a strange silver coin,
un-screws the receiver and places the coin in its place

He then puts it to his ear and dials the number.

We hear the phone ring three times

CUT TO
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SCENE V

Interior : Scene I

WIDE ANGLE FROM COUCH FACING THE BAR

The players are in the middle of a hand

The phone begins to ring.

The Ominous looking man takes a small desk phone from under the counter  
places it in front of him and then picks up the receiver

TIGHT SHOT ON OMINOUS LOOKING MAN

Ominous
Speaking. Uh huh, he’s in the middle of the game may I take a message? (takes a 

pen and piece of paper from his pocket) Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t recognize your 
voice. How you been? Oh, I see, (p) really…. I’ll get him, just a second.

OMINOUS MANS POV ON JESUS

Ominous
Jesus, your dad’s on the phone.

Everyone at the table snickers.

Jesus 
(trying to play it cool)

Take a message

JESUS POV ON OMINOUS

Ominous
Are you outta your fucking mind?

WIDE SHOT FROM OMINOUS POV TO TABLE

Jesus
But I’m playing.

Ominous (to Buddha)
Do you mind?
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Buddha
I don’t mind.

Ominous (to Cernunnos)
How bout you?

TIGHT SHOT OF CERNUNNOS
Cernunnos

Cool with me.

Ominous
Hey Muhammad,

PAN BACK TO WIDE SHOT OF MUHAMMAD AND GANESH
you give a rats ass if he gets up?

Muhammad
Fine by me, Ganesh is dealing.

Ganesh
I don’t give a fuck.

WIDE ANGLE SHOT OF ROOM
Ominous (to Jesus)

Nobody cares, now talk to your pops. He already said he’d come down here if he 
had to. I told him it wasn’t necessary now, (Holds out the phone) talk to him.

Jesus (rises)
Aright.

He walks over to the phone.

Jesus
Hey pops. (p) What are you talking about? I didn’t loose that much, besides we’re 

still playing. Ganesh is up, that four armed bastard. (P) What no, hell I don’t 
know who all I lost, I still got the pope if that’s what your asking. (p) Bob, who 

the hell’s Bob? (p) Hold on a minute.

Puts the phone to his chest

Jesus (to the table)
Hey fella’s would you mind checking your red chips for, (picks phone up again,  
to phone) What was that number? (p,) Got it. (places phone back on chest, to the 

table: ) Anybody have red chip number 11487-337114
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JESUS POV ON CARD TABLE

Everyone checks their chips for a few moments then:

Ganesh
Nope

Buddha
Not me

Muhammad
No.

Cernunnos
I’m all lean green and silver baby.

TIGHT SHOT ON BAR

Jesus (to phone)
Maybe I dropped it on the way over here and Lucy picked it or something, you 

know how he is. (p) Say that again. (looks over to Madatori) Yeh, he’s right here. 
Uh huh. (p) Yeh (p) What? You don’t want me to take care of it! What do you 

mean he’s more subtle? (p) Well fine, maybe I won’t come home tonight. Alright, 
hold on already.

Jesus (drops the phone)
Ganesh , my dad wants to talk to you.

Jesus walks off camera

Ganesh enters shot, picks up the phone

Ganesh
Hello? (p) Really, what kind of a temple? (p) Fecies?

GANESH POV ON MADATORI

COW FECIES!!!!(P) Yes, no problem. 

MADATORI POV ON GANESH AND OMINOUS

Ganesh hangs up the phone

Ganesh leans over and whispers to Ominous then goes back to the table

Ominous motions for Madatori to come over to him.
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Once he does:

Ominous
Where’s the chip?

Madatori hands it over without saying anything.

WIDE SHOT OF ROOM

Jesus gets up and walks over to the bar and takes the chip, his back is to the  
table.

Ganesh motions for all the players to lean in, they do so, and he whispers  
something to them, they all nod in acknowledgement.

Ominous (looks at Madatori)
You know your fired right? (Slaps him) A temple of shit in his back yard? What 

the fuck’s the matter with you?
Everybody, even Ominous starts laughing at him

What were you thinking?

Madatori
I-

Ominous
Just get outta here.

CUT TO

TIGHT SHOT OF MADATORI CLOSING A DOOR BEHIND HIM.

Once the door is shut he looks around then pulls out a silver chip that he stole off  
the table as he was leaving.

CLOSE UP OF MADATORI

 He holds it up the coin to his face and begins to laugh.

FADE TO BLACK.
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